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Why Brands Must Invest 
In Creative Performance 

Advertisers worldwide will increase spending on Facebook and 
Instagram by 23�5% for a combined total of $67�25 billion in 2019 
according to eMarketer� 

Despite a tumultuous 2018, Facebook continues to grow its 
user base and ad business with innovative new features that 
capitalize on new social behaviors—like the Stories format and new 
advertising products that have helped marketers connect the top 
and bottom of the funnel to engage customers from discovery to 
purchase� 

However, as competition for eyeballs increases on these highly 
visual channels, advertisers that do not invest strategically in their 
creative assets will inevitably experience diminishing returns�

We’ve started to see brands allocate more resources toward in-
house and third-party creative teams to optimize their creative 
output—and for good reason.

https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-social-trends-for-2019?ecid=dfda7bcd4b86471fba0d362c1f4a962e
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Today’s social users are bombarded with an endless feed of content—
and no matter how sharp your targeting is—it will ultimately be creative 
that will cause a user to pause, stop scrolling, and engage�

In their latest media report, Forrester predicts that "advertisers will give 
up hypertargeting for a hyperfocus on creative," and that "creative adtech 
will improve ad quality and cross-channel storytelling as cheap-looking, 
product-focused display ads decline�"

In a digital landscape where audience targeting has become saturated, 
it’s the actual creative within the ads themselves that will differentiate 
your Carousel, Story, or video ad from the millions of competitors on 
Facebook and Instagram�

https://www.forrester.com/report/Predictions+2019+Media/-/E-RES144736
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Which is why it’s time to get strategic with your 
creative performance in 2019 and beyond

This calls for a renewed focus on creative performance when it comes 
to social marketing strategy—on creative production, testing, and 
measurement to generate the best inputs possible for your brand on 
Facebook and Instagram�

In this guide, we share:

 Why Brands Need To Invest In Creative Performance

 In-house Design Team Infrastructure & Creative Strategy

 Creative Best Practices For Carousel, Story, and Video Ads

 20 Creative Split Tests That Drive Incremental Performance

 How To Perform A Creative Split Test

“Increased volume of direct brands has led to increased audience 
overlap and competition� This calls for a renewed focus on leveraging 
creative as a strategic differentiator� Brands need to design with 
conversions in mind if they want to stand out from millions of creative 
agencies and competitors�”

Jon Gregoire
Director of Demand Generation
Tinuiti
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Facebook & Instagram Are  
Visual-intensive Growth Channels

There are no two channels that enable marketers to harness  
the power of creative more than Facebook and Instagram�

Why Facebook & Instagram? 

They offer a robust suite of sophisticated tools for marketers—
from new ad formats to targeting capabilities that can engage 
audiences throughout the entire funnel—from discovery to 
purchase�

Marketers can optimize their campaign structure and targeting 
to a granular level to achieve their marketing objectives�

Both are visual-centric channels with highly-engaged users that 
are designed specifically to feature rich media and sponsored 
content�

Story, Carousel, Instant Experience ads and other branded 
content have empowered brands to deliver highly visual and 
compelling ad experiences�

They’re the world’s largest and fastest-growing social media 
channels that will continue to deliver meaningful ROI for brands 
in the long term�



$10.35 
BILLION
Social video ad spending 
will reach $10.35  
billion in 2019

2.32 
BILLION

6 MILLION

1 MILLION

1 BILLION

70% 

124%
400 

MILLION

Over 400 million users1 now 
create and share Stories 
daily on Instagram, with 
advertisers increasing ad 
spend on Stories by 124%2 in 
the last year alone

Instagram reached 1 billion 
monthly active users1 in 2018, 
up from 800 million in 2017, 
and over 70% of US marketers2 
now use Instagram

There are over six million 
advertisers on Facebook1, 
and one million advertisers 
on Instagram2

Even despite data and PR 
mishaps, Facebook’s monthly 
active users increased by 9% 
to 2.32 billion last year (Source)

(Source)

(1Source,2 Source)

(1 Source, 2 Source)

(1 Source, 2 Source)

https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/30/18204186/facebook-q4-2018-earnings-user-growth-revenue-increase-privacy-scandals
https://www.emarketer.com/content/social-video-ad-spending-will-grow-44-by-2021?ecid=NL1001
https://www.statista.com/statistics/778191/active-facebook-advertisers/
https://instagram-press.com/our-story/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/20/instagram-1-billion-users/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/nearly-70-of-marketers-to-use-instagram-in-2018/544497/
https://viewcontent2.emarketer.com/Content/how-to-create-successful-ad-campaigns-for-social-stories?ecid=NL1001
https://www.nanigans.com/2019/01/22/performance-advertisers-crank-up-spending-on-stories-ads/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=igstoryadsblog
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What makes investing in these channels even more intuitive is the 
fact that markets can deploy ads onto both channels under the 
same ad platform—Facebook Ads Manager�

In our next chapter, we’ll explore how to get started with creative 
production:

 In-house structure for design teams

 Creative strategy

 Best practices for creative production for Facebook &  
Instagram’s most popular creative formats:  
Story, Carousel, and video ads�



Creative Production
Best Practices
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Creative Production  
Best Practices
Creative Is Still King
While there have been amazing advances in ad targeting, 
distribution and measurement over the past decade, ad creative is 
still the engine that drives successful campaigns� A recent Nielsen 
survey, for instance, found that 47% of a brand’s sales lift from 
advertising came from the creative�

Facebook and Instagram offer countless opportunities for brands 
to flex their creative muscles and engage with customers and 
prospects� Facebook is continually enhancing existing ad formats 
and developing new ones—from Carousels and Canvas ads to 
Collections and Playables� 

Instagram, and now Facebook Stories, offer brands a new 
playground for unique creative that blends with the ephemeral 

“right now” Stories’ format and drives conversions� 

With all the available ad format and targeting options, producing 
successful video or image-based ads can certainly seem like a 
juggling act� But rest assured, there’s a method to the seeming 
madness of Facebook and Instagram creative performance�

“Two themes that we are seeing work 

well from a creative perspective are 

video and dynamic ads� Video continues 

to be the largest driver on the channel� 

The focus here should be about the 

product's value to the end consumer� 

The winning concepts are more "what 

is the value" vs� "what is the promo"� In 

addition, we are seeing a ton of success 

with dynamic ads, which are fueled 

by more efficient CPMs and allow us 

to auto-optimize products shown with 

what the user is most interested in, 

increasing the user experience and time 

to convert�”

Mike Zappulla
Director of Paid Social
Tinuiti

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2017/when-it-comes-to-advertising-effectiveness-what-is-key.html
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2017/when-it-comes-to-advertising-effectiveness-what-is-key.html
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In-house Structure And 
Process For Design Teams

Before discussing the nuances of Facebook and 
Instagram ad creative, let’s look at how creative 
teams are typically structured�

Because Nanigans specializes in serving in-house 
marketers, our advice for creative teams comes 
from a distinct in-house point of view� 

The size of in-house creative teams vary� A Target 
or Walmart, for example, will employ hundreds of 
in-house creative staff� A midsize DTC (direct to 
consumer) ecommerce brand will usually employ 
25-member teams� Smaller brands in startup 
mode will likely have a 5-10 person creative team�

Of course when we say “creative team” we mean a  
balanced group of copywriters, graphic designers, 
creative directors, and photographers and/or 
videographers, the exact makeup of which depend 
on the strategy laid out by the head of marketing�

Creative Strategy

One Nanigans customer, a midsize (800 
employees) online print and design company, gave 
us the lowdown on their in-house creative strategy 
and marketing goals� 

With a 25-member team split across Boston and 
London offices, the company has a fairly typical 
in-house setup for its size� The creative team 
consists of copywriters, designers, heads of 
design, a global creative director, photographers/
videographers, artworkers (retouchers), and studio 
managers� 

For Facebook and Instagram advertising, their 
focus is on the production of static images, 
carousels, Stories, and videos� They are currently 
testing Facebook Canvas and Collections ads� 
The team tests each format a few times across 
all of its segments and then puts more (or fewer) 
resources behind a format based on performance�
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Ad performance is measured differently depending on the funnel stage� 

Upper funnel ad campaigns are measured by 
cost per engaged visit and the amount of "opener" 
touchpoints they drive� Opener touchpoints are ads 
that were a customer's first interaction with the  
brand before they ultimately converted�

Mid funnel ad campaigns are measured by CPA 
(cost per acquisition) and ROAS (return on ad spend)� 
They’re also measured by their effectiveness at  
driving users to the brand’s site (page depth  
greater than one) and getting them to test the 
company’s product online, a signal the user has  
an intent to purchase�

Lower funnel ad campaigns are measured by  
how effective ads are at generating conversions  
and revenue; the key metrics are new customer  
CPA and ROAS� 

While this is just a snapshot of one midsize company, we believe that 
all in-house teams should consistently assess how ad creative is 
performing across all three funnel stages and use these insights to 
inform the next round of creative� 

LOWER  
FUNNEL

MID  
FUNNEL

UPPER  
FUNNEL
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Nuances Of Facebook  
and Instagram Creative

Facebook offers 11 different ad formats; Instagram offers four� 

Facebook ad formats run the gamut from standard static image ads 
to Canvas ads (both now housed under the “Instant Experience ads” 
umbrella) which combine videos, photos, carousels and product images 
all in one ad unit� There are plenty of options in between (see next page)�

Instagram’s native ad formats are comprised of: Photo ads, Video ads, 
Carousel ads, and Stories ads� But with Placement Optimization enabled, 
some Facebook ad formats like Collections can be delivered to a user’s 
Instagram stream�

Although Instagram has fewer ad formats than Facebook, its user base 
is growing like wildfire. 

Instagram now has:

 1 billion monthly active users� 

 Stories have seen daily active user count rise from  
250 million in mid-2017 to 500 million in January 2019� 

 Nanigans’ most recent Facebook Benchmarks report  
showed that CTRs (click-through rates) for Stories ads  
were up 52% year-over-year� 

https://www.nanigans.com/report/facebook-advertising-benchmark-report-retail/
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Instagram Stories offer new opportunities for creative� But the traditional 
methods of showcasing perfectly airbrushed photos and movie-trailer quality 
video ads don’t always mesh well with Stories’ spontaneous aesthetic�  

Some brands are finding success with Stories creative that looks a bit more 
down-to-earth, or shot-on-your-iPhone, which can help blur the line between 
advertising and user content�

Facebook Ad Formats
Video Ads: 
Recommended videos up to 15 seconds 
with subtitles�

Image Ads: 
An eye-catching image accompanied by 
a persuasive message�

Collection Ads: 
A cover image or video followed by a 
few product photos�

Carousel Ads: 
Showcase up to 10 images (or videos) 
in a single ad, each with its own link�

Facebook Instant Experiences: 
Mobile-optimized ads that show all your 
videos, photos, carousels and product 
images in a single ad�

Slideshow Ads: 

Video-like ads, which use motion, sound, and 
text to tell a story�

Lead Generation Ads: 
Designed to capture a user’s information�

Offer Ads: 
Allow you to extend discounts and 
promotions to your target audience�

Post Engagement Ads/Boosted Posts: 
Help you share information about your 
business with users�

Event Response Ads: 
Help you to promote events�

Page Likes: Drive your audience to Like your 
Facebook Page�

Instagram Ad Formats
Photo Ads: 
Showcase your products through images�

Video Ads: 
Can be up to 60 seconds�

Carousel Ads:
Users can swipe through up to 10 images 
or videos, each containing a CTA button�

Stories Ads: 
Full-screen ads in which you can share 
photos and videos with your audience�
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Ad Creative Best Practices

Of the many ways to reach Facebook and Instagram 
users, the three that warrant the most attention from 
creative teams are:

 Stories

 Carousel ads 

 Video ads 

Master these three and you’ll be skilled at any ad 
format in the Facebook ecosystem�

Stories Ads

Stories are the newest and most thriving ad format on 
social media� But the old rules of online advertising 
don’t necessarily apply� 

Instagram Stories 
Ad Specs

IMAGES

File type: �jpg or �png

File size: 30MB max

Length: 5 seconds per image

VIDEO

File type: �mp4 or �mov

File size: 4GB max

Length: Up to 15 seconds

Supported codecs: H�264, VP8
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It’s Okay For Story Ads To Resemble Real Stories

People access Stories to see friends doing spur-of-the-moment things in 
real-time� Brands should do their best to emulate this approach� 

Simply repurposing ads from other channels without adapting them to the 
context of Stories is a tactic users will see right through� 

A series of quirky images and video snippets with overlaid text will be 
much more effective than a slickly-produced video featuring actors� 
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Know Thy Audience

Instagram Story users are mobile, which means they’re on-the-go 
and distracted� They need to understand an ad within seconds� 

So it’s important to keep a user’s attention and to not divert their 
focus with hard-to-find calls-to-action or an overabundance of 
copy� 

The best Stories video and image ads keep the premise clear and 
simple, get to the point fast, and use humor to stand out�
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Tell A Story

With Stories, carousels give brands more space to tell 
their tale and adding video can make an indelible personal 
connection� Stories users utilize different types of media to 
craft clever micro-narratives and advertisers should try to 
do the same with their Stories’ ads�
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Make The Next Step Crystal Clear

Users are still figuring out how to engage with Stories ads, so brands 
should be extremely clear about what product they’re selling�  

Some go so far as to embed the words “SWIPE UP” in the image or 
video or highlight the CTA button with a graphical arrow or circle� 

When it comes to driving conversions, this is no time to be subtle�

Get Vertical

Instagram offers three sizing formats: Square (1:1), Landscape 
(1�91:1), and Vertical (4:5)� 

Choose wisely, but keep in mind that most users shoot their Stories 
vertically� Not every ad has to be full-screen vertical, but those 
usually provide the best user experience� 
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Carousel Ads 

Besides displaying multiple images or videos within one scrollable ad 
unit, Carousel ads can increase user engagement and ROAS� According 
to Facebook, Carousel ads result in 30-50% lower cost-per-conversion, 
20-30% lower cost-per-click, and higher engagement and sales than 
single-image link ads�

Carousels are tailor-made for retail advertisers, but gaming and lead-
gen advertisers can benefit from having more space to tell stories and 
promote products and services� 

Here are four ways to get creative with carousel ads:

1  Showcase Many Products Or Just One

Facebook’s Carousel ads are a natural fit for brands with an array of 
products to sell online� For instance, Home Depot could advertise 
various power tools in a carousel with consistent product photos and 
concise ad copy�

Carousels also lend themselves well to a single product� Honda could 
have a carousel of image ads showing its new Accord model from 
various angles—interior, exterior and a wide-shot of the car�

While not a traditional retailer, an insurance company could use the 
carousel format to highlight the various features of its policy over a 
series of ads—including benefits, customer successes, and pricing.
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2  Create Seasonal Themes
    
A great way for a retailer to package products in a carousel is by theme� 
Nothing resonates with consumers like a seasonally appropriate collection of 
winter scarves, bathing suits or camping gear� 

 

3  Target Buyer Personas   

You know who your ideal customers are� So why not deliver a carousel built 
around products that fit their lifestyle and values?
      
A retailer could advertise a carousel of baby products for young moms and 
moms-to-be� A Carousel of image and video ads for back-to-school products—
backpacks, lunch bags, notebooks—could target students and parents�
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4  Illustrate The Passage Of Time

Carousel Ads can act as a kind of flipbook, unfolding a narrative arc 
frame by frame, building suspense�
      
Ecommerce brands could showcase how their mobile app enables a 
product purchase and delivery, step by step� Mobile game developers 
can use carousel ads to showcase different levels of gameplay�
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Video Ads

Video production is traditionally seen as time-consuming and expensive� 
However, our dwindling attention spans may be an advantage for budget-
conscious brands� 

If videos need only be 10-15 seconds, you really don’t have to shoot them with 
a $5,000 digital camera� They don’t need elaborate editing using Final Cut Pro� 
They don’t need a famous spokesperson� The fact is, Facebook video ads can 
be produced quickly and cheaply and be incredibly effective�

Here some best practices for using video to stand out in a crowded field.

1  Make It Look Like It Belongs

Facebook newsfeeds are now full of videos that are likely to be grounded 
in reality, whether it’s a news story from the field or your cousin nailing 
a ski jump�

We mentioned this in the Stories section but it bears repeating:  Facebook 
video ads that have a low budget, spur-of-the-moment aesthetic can be just 
as effective as those that were professionally created.

This man-on-the-street style ad from Bonobos resembles a
user-generated video, but sends a clear and confident message: 
Bonobos suits are comfortable and stain repellent enough that you 
could wear them playing soccer�
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2  Embrace Brevity

Three-quarters of all Facebook users access the site on a mobile 
phone� Instagram is a completely mobile platform� Video ads need to 
get to the point, fast�

Facebook’s recommended length for standalone news feed video ads 
is 15 seconds, but we recommend getting to the point even earlier� Try 
to get your message across in the first five seconds of the video.  And 
if you’re using any form of on-screen copy, make sure it’s brief—less 
than 20% of the ad—and enhances the message without getting in the 
way�

3  Show ‘Em How To Do Something

Providing instructions on how to play a mobile game, 
prepare a meal, or assemble a chair doesn’t have to be 
time-consuming� A quick three-step visual teaser can 
entice a user to click for more information�

Mobile games excel at this, providing quick previews of 
how to play the game with a CTA to download the actual 
game� The Lords Mobile video ad includes a few quick 
and exciting shots of gameplay, followed by a clear and 
demonstrative call-to-action at the end� 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/380550/share-of-global-mobile-facebook-users/
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4  Make Them Laugh

When you’re competing with so much video content, humor can set you apart� It 
doesn’t matter if it’s an animated video, stop motion or live video, just get to the 
funny part fast. You realistically have five seconds to deliver the punchline.

5  Give It Color, Make It Move

Sometimes the best way to stand out is to be flashy. While this approach is probably 
best-suited industries such as beauty, apparel, and sportswear where products 
personify vibrancy and action, any advertiser could use color and light to help their 
brand stand out�

Here’s a fairly easy-to-produce ad from Sephora� The colorful and frenetic visuals are 
more than enough to stop someone’s thumbs and keep them engaged�
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6  Refresh Frequently To Avoid Ad Fatigue  
 

How often should you update carousel creative? 

It depends on whether there’s a dip in performance metrics�  
If you see CTRs drop, that usually indicates it’s time to swap  
in new creative� 

If your new creative fails to lift clicks, views, and conversions,  
then it may be time to re-evaluate your target audience�
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How To Create Video With 
Limited Assets

Make Still Images Move

You can always break up the elements in a still image 
and make a video out of them� 

Images can be exported as individual PNG or JPG 
files and used in Adobe After Effects to create 
movement, text, and music�

Use Existing Video

Remember all that b-roll and extra footage you never 
used? Don’t delete it. Unused video can always be 
composed together to create new ads�

Use Stock Images & Footage

Short on original photos and video? No worries. You 
can always use stock images and footage�

Instagram Stories 
Ad Specs

STOCK FOR FREE:

Unsplash

Pixabay

Pexels

STOCK FOR SALE:

Adobe Stock

Stocksy

iStock

Shutterstock

Shutterfly

https://unsplash.com/
https://pixabay.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
https://stock.adobe.com
https://www.stocksy.com/
https://www.istockphoto.com/
https://www.shutterstock.com/
https://www.shutterfly.com/


Creative Testing
& Measurement
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Creative Testing  
& Measurement

Why Marketers Should Always 
Split Test Social Creative

We’re a visual world—images, video, and interactive 
content is always going to grab our attention before 
anything else� 

Differences in creative—from the entire style of a video to 
slight changes in color and copy of an image—can have a 
significant and direct impact on the performance of your 
social campaigns�

“Different creative will resonate with your audiences in 
different ways� Testing should be part of an ‘always-
on’ strategy with Facebook and Instagram� You should 
always be testing, even if you don’t get the results you 
want at first.”

Sarah Sanchez
Manager of Performance Social
Tinuiti
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Refreshing Creative Is Key To Fighting Ad Fatigue

Many marketers make the mistake of having a “set-it & forget-it” mentality 
when it comes to ad creative—which can lead to ad fatigue with audiences 
and missing out on the opportunity to execute on incremental performance 
opportunities�

Your audience is routinely bombarded with content from their friends, family, 
content creators, and your competitors— which is why it’s critical for you 
to design and then re-design (refresh) your creative to stay on top of the 
competition and top of mind with your target shoppers�
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The Power of Split Testing

Split testing has long been a favorite method for 
marketers to discover which ad optimizations, target 
audiences, and other factors yield the strongest 
results for a brand� This same testing can be applied 
to creative elements as well� 

Testing the creative variables within your ads is 
just as important as testing the actual ad format 
or audiences—and will only become more so as 
creative becomes a key differentiator in a crowded 
marketplace of content�

The good news is that today there are more tools and 
knowledge available than ever before to split test the 
creative variables within social ads�

No matter what variable you’re testing, you’re always 
optimizing towards making your winning ads perform 
even better. It’s finding out which variable is driving 
that ad to crush your goals that you can then iterate 
on and see continued success�

Split Testing

FB POPULATION

TEST GROUP 1

VERSION 1

TEST GROUP 2

VERSION 2

IDENTIFY MOST EFFICIENT AD
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Split Testing Framework & Best 
Practices

Before you begin split testing, there are a number of key best practices to 
keep in mind to help you best identify incremental wins and improve your 
creative performance�

These best practices include:

 Deciding what to test

 Test one variable at a time

 Establish a budget and testing time frame

1  Decide What To Test

Before beginning the process of a split test, it’s important to establish what 
you want to test� 

With creative testing, there are a great number of variables that you can 
test—so many that it’s essential to establish what to prioritize for testing�

Chances are that your creative assets include video, images, copy, and 
more distributed across a great number of campaigns and ad sets� 
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In a perfect world, we’d be able to test any and every variable� However, time 
and resources are always limited, so it’s best to test variables that have the 
greatest impact on performance first.

What should you test first?

Test larger elements first, then work your way to smaller variables�

In most cases, this will be videos and images themselves� It ’s important to use 
your own judgment on what assets perform best with your audience and start 
with those�

If your best performing ads are video-based—then start with video� If your 
largest driver of conversions or clicks is generated from a particular product 
image card campaign, then start with imagery�

Once you’ve tested larger elements, you can then test smaller elements that 
drive incremental impacts—such as copy or color variations�

“Iterating off of the variables that are driving your ROAS will give you a 
sustainable success strategy to apply to other ads� Finding incremental 
wins is the best way to increase your conversions and get you to your goals� 
Those incremental wins require regular split testing to get there�”

Brent Villiot
Social Marketing Manager
Tinuiti
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2  Test One Variable At A Time

To best evaluate the incremental impact each change or element has 
within your ad creative, it’s best to test only one variable at a time�

While multivariate testing is offered by third-party platforms, it’s 
recommended that those just starting out to avoid testing more than 
one variable as it may complicate your ability to attribute results to 
one variable or another�

3  Establish Goals, Time Frame, And Budget

As with any test, it’s important to set clear and measurable goals that 
help you define success.

Before engaging in testing you should always establish:

 The goal of the test and the KPI to measure that goal

 A timeframe for beginning and ending the test with  
to gather enough data

 A budget to support the length of test required

When gathering data and finishing your split test, you’ll want to keep 
in mind measurable KPIs for determining which creative element 
drove the most results� 
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KPIs for measuring the success of your tested elements can include social 
engagements on the platform, clicks to your website, or any number of conversion 
types—it all depends on your marketing objectives for that particular ad� 

It’s important that you give your tests enough time to run to determine a clear 
winner� Facebook recommends running tests for four days and gathering at least 50 
conversions for reliable results�

Lastly, make sure you’re giving your tests enough budget to complete with statistical 
significance. While many marketers may decide to run one-off tests here and there, 
we recommend dedicating a moderate percentage (20-30%) of your ad budget to 
continually test and refresh your creative with the best-performing creative assets�

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1738164643098669
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Creative Split Tests That Can Drive 
Incremental Performance

Let’s take a look at some of the many creative elements that you 
can test that can have a significant impact on the performance of 
your image and video ads on Facebook and Instagram�

Image Variables For Split Testing

Whether it’s the classic image card ad, the newer stories format, or 
the multi-image carousel ad—there is a multitude of variables that 
you can test and optimize for incremental results�

Here’s a list of variables that you can test within an ad that 
features imagery:

 Lifestyle Vs� Product

 Professional Vs� User-generated

 Illustration Vs� Photography

 Light Vs� Dark Colors

 Text Overlays, Price Badges, and Copy
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Lifestyle Vs. Product Images

One of the most significant variables you can test is 
the style of the image, which can feature a lifestyle, a 
product alone, or a mixture of both�

Lifestyle images feature people using a particular 
product in everyday life and are popular with upper 
funnel branding campaigns�

Product images feature one or multiple products in a 
standalone image without people and are popular with 
lower funnel retargeting campaigns�

Other Product Vs. Lifestyle  
Image Considerations:

 How are you showing off your product?

 Is it up close or far away?

 Part of a larger setting?

 Blank or filled background?
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2019 Trend To Test: Flat Lay Design 
Product Photos

These types of images are most popular on ecommerce sites� Many that 
follow design trends think that the flat lay design model is going to continue to 
increase in popularity over the next year�

“You’ve probably seen Flat Lay designs, even if you haven’t heard the term 
before. Flat Lay design refers to a shot of items lying flat on a table, floor or 
other flat surfaces. The image is always shot from above.”

Professional Vs. User-Generated Images

It goes without saying that over the years we’ve seen a meteoric  
rise in the popularity of social influencers and social proofing 
through creative to drive marketing initiatives� 

Professional shoots may produce higher quality images, but depending on your 
ad inventory, audience, and campaign objectives you may want to test user-
generated imagery�

Simon Gee
Art Director, Design Services
Tinuiti
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User-generated content is more authentic than 
professional branded content, and this authenticity 
can fair better where users expect a more live and 
rugged experience—such as Stories�

Light Vs. Dark Colors

Does your target audience respond better to light 
or dark color schemes?

Images are full of different colors; from the 
background to the font overlays, to the different 
gradients within an image� Different colors can 
complement creative in different ways and can 
impact the entire feel of an image� How do you 
want your audience to feel?
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2019 Trend To Test: Color Gradients

Color gradients have been the trend for several years and will continue 
to be popular in 2019� 

Bold colors help give attention to an ad, helping you drive the 
messaging home in the mind of the consumer� 

“Darker gradients help messaging stand out on top of lifestyle 
imagery, completing an immersive experience� These bold 
statements channel the consumer’s emotions, helping them 
connect with your product or idea�”

Simon Gee
Art Director, Design Services
Tinuiti
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Illustration Vs Photography

Does your ad perform better with computer-generated designs, 
or with real photography?

With today’s tools, designers both professional and novice can 
create professional looking illustrations with ease� 

That doesn’t mean all marketers should default to illustrations, 
however, as the right photo can be worth a thousand words 
when it resonates with your target audience�

Other Image Variables To Test

In addition to testing the larger elements above, it’s also 
recommended to test smaller variables such as copy, overlay 
text, and more�

 Testimonials Vs� No testimonials

 Price badges Vs� No price badges

 Text overlay Vs� No text overlay

 Short copy Vs� Long copy

 Emojis Vs� No emojis
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“We are very specific with our messaging and copy. We have different 
copy for users who have viewed a product vs� those who have added to 
cart� By differentiating our copy, we can better tailor our messaging to 
our most valuable audiences�”

 

“Illustrative callouts and text overlays can highlight key value 
propositions and add a subtle design dimension to advertisements, 
demanding focus on particular parts of the ad itself�”

Simon Gee
Art Director, Design Services
Tinuiti

Brent Villiot
Social Marketing Manager
Tinuiti
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Video Variables For Split Testing

When it comes to video content, there are even more variables 
that you can test to boost engagement and drive the incremental 
performance of your video campaigns�

 Real Vs. Animated

 Product Vs. Lifestyle

 Professional Vs. User-generated

 Vertical Vs. Horizontal

 Audio, Text Overlays, and Thumbnails

Live Action Vs. Animated

Live videos are great for showing a lifestyle or your product 
being used in real-time� Animated videos can also be great if 
you’re trying to send a message or educate your audience—
especially if you don’t have the resources for a professional live 
video�
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2019 Trends: GIF, Stop-motion, and  
Boomerang Videos

Stop-motion animation highlights objects moving in multiple 
frames� This draws the viewer to pause to view the animation 
frame by frame� 

Expect to see rapid adoption of this type of animation because 
we’ve officially reached a point where still photos just aren’t 
enough to peak people’s interests anymore�

Facebook Ads has recently embraced this form of image 
animation, and as a result, is seeing an uptick in usage� The 
animations are great because they’re long enough to get a 
complete message across and short enough to keep one’s 
attention� Even better, as a marketer, creating animated gifs is 
much easier than you would think�

“If you are looking to achieve the highest engagement rate 
possible, without having to dig deep into your advertising 
budget, boomerang videos might be exactly what you are 
looking for�”

Simon Gee
Art Director, Design Services
Tinuiti
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Product Vs. Lifestyle

Just as images can center around products or people—videos can do the same�

It’s always worth testing to see which element—standalone products or people 
using products—resonates and drives conversions with your social campaigns�
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Video Length

Video length can be a controversial topic among video marketers—
although it’s generally agreed that shorter is better with today’s fast-
moving feeds, some long-form video may be better for explaining a 
story or driving home your message�

Have a 30-second video? See if you can cut it down to 10 seconds 
while delivering the same message�

Have a 10-second clip? What else could you accomplish if you 
added a few additional seconds? 

Even a few seconds can have a direct impact on how well your video 
ads perform—just remember that the goal is to grab and maintain 
your users’ attention long enough to compel them to hit that CTA�

“As multi-screen domination continues and social media use 
increases year over year, the human attention span is going to 
continue to decline� Test various lengths of videos but make sure 
to engage viewers immediately and get to the point�”

Simon Gee
Art Director, Design Services
Tinuiti
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Professional Vs. User Generated

User-generated and professionally-shot video both have their strengths�
Professional video is of higher quality and gives the marketer more control over 
the message and feel�

User-generated video looks and feels more authentic, which can be beneficial 
certain segments, such as Instagram Stories�
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Vertical Vs� Horizontal Video

The visual difference between a square video ad and 
the vertical one is pretty clear� And just in case it isn’t, 
here’s a graphic to help�

Vertical video ads, however, render differently for 
mobile versus desktop� On Facebook’s desktop news 
feed, vertical videos appear with bands on either side 
that are blurred out to compensate for the height of the 
creative and the width of the news feed�

Vertical videos are gaining momentum for a good 
reason:

 94%—Amount of time smartphone users hold 
their phones vertically

 2x—Amount millennials are more likely to be 
focused on a mobile video then video played 
elsewhere

 9x—Amount vertical video ads are watched all 
the way through versus horizontal ads

Desktop is a different story, at least for right now� 
While some vertical videos have beat out square 
ratio on desktop Click Through Rate, down funnel 
metrics still favor square videos�

So if vertical videos perform better downstream for 
mobile audiences and square videos perform better 
on desktop, which format to use for your video ads?

If you break out campaigns by device placement, 
it’s always better to meet your customers where 
they are and deliver vertical video for mobile users 
and horizontal for desktop�

However, some cross-device campaigns might 
share the same video creative, so it’s worth testing 
to see which format performs best for campaigns 
that span multiple devices�
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Other Video Variables To Test

In addition to testing the different video types, there are also smaller 
variables that you can test that can impact how well a video ad performs�

These additional tests include:

 Text overlays Vs. No text overlays

 Captions Vs. No captions

 Audio Vs. No audio

 Testimonials Vs. No testimonials

 Different thumbnails

“We are always iterating and looking to tie best creative combinations 
together� The power of video + dynamic ads, using video as a starting  
card, is work really well� It is essentially a combination of brand 
awareness and direct response messaging in one unit� In addition, 
small tweaks like adding in testimonial + 5-star review copy are 
working really well, so speaks to how small iterations can drive 
incremental return for our clients�”

Mike Zappulla
Director of Paid Social
Tinuiti
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How To Perform A Split Test

Marketers have two choices when it comes to split testing their ads for 
Facebook and Instagram�

They can use Facebook’s free platform, Facebook Ad Manager which 
features a split test functionality�

Marketers also have third-party platforms that offer more features than 
Facebook Ad Manager that may better fit their testing needs—especially if 
they want to test multiple variables at once�

For this guide, we’ll give a quick overview of Facebook Ad Manager and 
Nanigans’ proprietary ad platform�

Facebook Ads Manager

You can run and test the creative of multiple ad sets using the Facebook 
Split Testing feature�

This functionality is free, easy-to-use, and will run two competing ad sets 
against the same audience for a pure split test which can help you see 
which creative strategies produce the best performance results�
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Here’s how Facebook’s Split Testing feature works:

Your audience will be divided into random, non-overlapping groups who are 
shown ad sets with identical creative. This randomization ensures the test is 
conducted fairly, gives each ad set an equal chance in the auction, and doesn’t allow 
other factors to skew the results of the group comparison.
 
Each ad set tested has one distinct variable, differentiating it from the other. 
These variables can be different audience types, placements, or delivery 
optimizations. Facebook will then duplicate the ads and only change the specified 
variable� To ensure the most accurate results, only one variable can be tested at a 
time�
 
Split Testing is based on people, not cookies, and gathers results across multiple 
devices�
 
Performance of each ad set is measured according to your campaign objective. 
After the test is complete, the results are recorded, compared,  
and sent to you for review�
 
Advertisers can split test up to 3 different ad sets (an A/B/C test) within  
a single campaign�
 
Minimum budget is variable based on number and size of splits  
(generally ~$1,500) and campaign length will be anywhere between 3 - 14 days�
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How To Get Started With Facebook Split Tests

In Facebook Ads Manager:

1  Navigate to the Campaigns tab

2  Create a new campaign

3  Select your marketing objective

4  Toggle Create Split Test before  
continuing to the next page
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5  Under Variable, select Creative 6  Select Split Test & Schedule

7  Complete Ad A and Ad B in the following  
pages and start the split test�
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Nanigans’ Creative Split Test Feature

As a Marketing Partner with nearly 10 years of experience accessing and 
writing to Facebook’s ads APIs, Nanigans has worked with some of the most 
analytical performance advertisers in the world� Using the same engine that 
powers Facebook’s Split Testing feature, Nanigans gives expert in-house 
marketers additional flexibility when executing tests of all kinds. 

Split test functionality within Nanigans’ advertising automation software�
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Both Facebook and Nanigans use the same underlying functionality 
to divide audiences into randomized and persistent sections. 
Nanigans, however, offers more flexibility than Facebook to do 
different kinds of split tests—i.e. offer specific ads to specific splits, 
split audiences into eighths, quarters or thirds instead of just halves, 
and reuse test splits as many times as desired�

Nanigans lets its users make audience splits a part of their 
everyday ad creation workflow� Facebook Ad Manager opts for 
a wizard-like user interface to guide someone through the setup 
process. This certainly simplifies things, but it limits the kind of 
access and control that advanced performance advertisers prefer�

What Facebook calls a “split test” is an “Ad Study” in Nanigans’ 
parlance. Once a user creates an Ad Study—and divides the 
audience up into as many as 10 Ad Study Cells of varying sizes—
those Ad Study Cells can be added to any new ad build�

There’s no minimum budget or time-frame for a test using Ad 
Studies. Nanigans lets in-house marketers make their own judgment 
calls over the length and breadth of a test, including letting it run 
longer or spending more if the results are inconclusive�

Unless an Ad Study has been officially ended, the audience 
divided into Ad Study Cells will remain active. This allows 
Nanigans users to maintain persistent audience splits for use 
across a multitude of tests� Holding on to those cells creates a 
clean testing environment that can be utilized again and again�

Once an individual test is complete and data has been 
analyzed, either reuse the same tests or open the “winning 
ads” up to the entire audience. If the results of the test are 
positive and conclusive, it may make sense to remove the 
victor from the Ad Study, expose it to an entire audience, and 
(hopefully) watch it succeed� 

While the approaches to setting up and executing split testing 
may differ between Facebook’s Ads Manager and Nanigans, 
both companies agree: regular evaluation of creative features, 
optimization settings, and ad placement selections is an 
absolute must for any marketer looking to run consistently 
successful campaigns�

Here are a few differences between Facebook  
and Nanigans’ approaches to the same overall goal:
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Measuring Results & Next Steps

Once you’ve completed your split test, it’s time to look at the results 
to understand which creative elements drive better performance 
results�

Determining The “Winner”

These results will always depend on your campaign objective 
and should be viewed in terms of cost per result based on that 
objective’s KPI�

For Facebook's Split Testing feature, the winner will always be the 
ad that drove the most results at the lowest cost per result based on 
your campaign objective�
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To view your split test results:

1  Select the Campaigns tab in Facebook Ads Manager

2  Navigate to the campaign that has a beaker symbol next to it

3  The winning ad sets will display a star

4  Click on the campaign 

Facebook should also send you an email with detailed results of your split test�
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Statistical Significance

Whether you are using Facebook’s Split Testing feature or a third-party 
platform, you’ll always want to be on the lookout for the statistical 
significance of your results.

As with any delivery system, there will always be a slight variance in 
results, which is why it’s important to make sure there is statistical 
significance of the results so that you can be certain the best 
performing ad is the winner due to the element tested rather than just 
chance�

Results with a statistical significance above 75% are considered to 
be significant, meaning that it is strongly likely that you would arrive 
at the same results if you ran the test again� 

What if my results have low significance?

In the event that you don’t achieve a significance of 75% or better, you 
can try the testing with the following to gather more testing data and 
achieve a higher significance:

 Larger budget

 Longer time frame

 Try testing a more impactful element
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Improving Future Campaigns

After establishing a clear winner from your split test, it’s important to think 
critically about what you’ve learned from the results before moving forward�

Did a particular lifestyle image drive more conversions than an  
up-close product shot for your Carousel ad set?

Did adding callouts in your Stories ad generate more clicks?

Did your video with multiple transitions drive more engagement?

Even after you’ve decided on whether an element drives better results, you can 
still test additional incremental changes to get even more granular�

For example, if your split test results show that your image ad with copy 
performed better than one without copy, you can take the winner and test 
additional variations of copy to drive even more performance�

Test that winning copy with:

 Varying lengths of text

 Testimonials

 Prices or exclusive promotions

 Emojis
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If you have the resources, you can run additional tests to refine your 
results to a granular level and use that to inform your creative strategy�

At a very basic level, your goal is to:

1  Test

1  Learn 

1  Optimize



Conclusion
& Predictions
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Conclusion & Predictions
Creative Performance Is A 
Brand Differentiator

If you take anything from this guide, it’s that advertisers are going to continue 
to invest and compete more fiercely for the highly engaged audiences of 
Facebook & Instagram—and it will be the power of creative that drives 
performance more than any other input in  
the long run.

Advertisers can hone in targeting, ad formats, value props and more—but 
it will ultimately be the visuals that stop someone scrolling in their feed or 
swiping in their stories to stop and engage with your brand�

That’s why it’s more important than ever to:

 Organize and get strategic with your creative output

 Implement design best practices that capitalize on the  
creative nuances of Facebook and Instagram ad formats

 Regularly test, measure, and refresh your creative to drive 
incremental performance

 Continue gathering data to optimize and inform creative  
strategy across your social campaigns
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“With Facebook's push towards automation, creative poses the 
largest opportunity for performance and growth� Whether it's best 
practice ad copy or image and video design, finding the creative 
combination that works best for the goal at hand will help improve 
campaign and media spend efficiency.”

Katy Lucey
Director of Paid Social
Tinuiti
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Predictions From The Experts

Changing social behaviors and innovative ad products will continue 
to disrupt current norms and present new opportunities for brands to 
reach and engage audiences with their creative ability�

To best gauge what to expect in the future, we asked the experts the 
following question:

What social creative trends will 
impact advertisers most in 2019?

Instant Experiences

The big social creative trend over the next year will be Facebook’s 
‘Instant Experiences�’ Because Instant Experiences combine so many 
compelling ad formats—full-screen images, videos, carousels, canvas 
and collections— they can give performance advertisers what they 
crave but often can’t sustain: engagement� Instant Experiences are the 
next logical step for Facebook’s ad formats designed to consistently 
keep users engaged and drive conversions�

Erik Mansur
VP, Product & Engineering
Nanigans
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The Rise of Stories

The rise in Stories content, made popular by Instagram, will challenge 
the “news feed” format as king� The Facebook news feed has always 
been the de facto format across nearly every social platform� But 
Stories content—quick-and-dirty videos & tap-friendly imagery—does 
not lend itself to a typical news feed� Throughout 2019, expect the 
feeds of Facebook & Instagram, and perhaps others, to lose their 
traditional looks and slowly be replaced by Stories or another new 
format we don’t know about yet�

Stories is still an under-utilized placement on Facebook and Instagram, 
and often ads aren't properly fitted to a vertical ratio. Stories will 
continue dominating social media behavior in 2019  
and brands should focus on meeting consumers where they're 
spending their time�

More Interactive Video

Interactive videos across Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat� 
Facebook is rolling out the ability to layer poll questions over paid 
ads in Stories and it will be interesting to see what effects adding in 
participatory elements on ads will have on conversion rates� 

Sarah Sanchez
Manager of Performance Social
Tinuiti

Ryan Kelly
VP of Marketing
Nanigans

Katy Lucey
Director of Paid Social
Tinuiti
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Dynamic Ads

The biggest area for opportunity is dynamic ads� The options for this 
ad unit are limitless on the channel, with the amount of segmentation 
we can do� For example, product category tests (show ads containing 
shoes over $50), to not only tailor the creative to the right user but 
also ensure AOV is up and feeds ROI�

Influencer Marketing

Expect to see more influencers in 2019. More brands will be putting 
their advertising dollars into influencer marketing and should be a key 
strategy for all social advertisers�

Improved Native Tools For Creative Analysis

We've seen studies that suggest that creative is responsible for up to 
70% of the performance of an ad on social channels like Faceboook 
and Instagram� Given this reality I anticipate Facebook announcing 
better analytics tools to help advertisers dial in their creatives on 
Facebook owned properties�  

Sarah Sanchez
Manager of Performance Social
Tinuiti

Mike Zappulla
Director of Paid Social
Tinuiti

Nii Ahene
Chief Strategy Officer
Tinuiti
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Take the Next Step

Schedule a complimentary analysis on your existing paid 
social campaigns and ad strategy to identify areas for 

improvement and opportunities for growth�

Schedule Your Paid Social
 Strategy Evaluation
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https://www.nanigans.com/lets-talk/

